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Abstract Food contamination is responsible for thousands of deaths worldwide every year. Plants
represent the most common pathway for chemicals into the human and animal food chain. Although
existing dynamic plant uptake models for chemicals are crucial for the development of reliable mitigation
strategies for food pollution, they nevertheless simplify the description of physicochemical processes in soil
and plants, mass transfer processes between soil and plants and in plants, and transformation in plants. To
fill this scientific gap, we couple a widely used hydrological model (HYDRUS) with a multicompartment
dynamic plant uptake model, which accounts for differentiated multiple metabolization pathways in plant's
tissues. The developed model is validated first theoretically and then experimentally against measured data
from an experiment on the translocation and transformation of carbamazepine in three vegetables. The
analysis is further enriched by performing a global sensitivity analysis on the soil‐plant model to identify
factors driving the compound's accumulation in plants' shoots, as well as to elucidate the role and the
importance of soil hydraulic properties on the plant uptake process. Results of the multilevel numerical
analysis emphasize the model's flexibility and demonstrate its ability to accurately reproduce
physicochemical processes involved in the dynamic plant uptake of chemicals from contaminated soils.

1. Introduction

Food contamination is a direct consequence of environmental pollution and represents a major risk for
human health. Recently, the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (Food and
Agricultural Organization, 2019) reported that food‐contaminated natural toxins or chemicals are responsi-
ble for more than 339,000 people falling ill and 20,000 dying worldwide every year. Plants represent the most
common pathway into the human and animal food chain for environmental contaminants. Chemicals from
polluted environments are uptaken by plants, where they are bioaccumulated and eventually metabolized in
active by‐products (e.g., Mattina et al., 2003; Sabourin et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2009), some of which can be
dangerous for human health (e.g., Kodešová et al., 2019a; Malchi et al., 2014; So et al., 1994; Warner et al.,
1992). Thus, widespread pollution forces the scientific community to better understand physicochemical
processes within the soil‐plant‐atmosphere continuum in order to develop reliable mitigation strategies
for food risk assessment and food safety.

Numerical models certainly play a crucial role in reaching this goal. Several plant uptake models have been
developed and tested in the past, ranging from empirical to mechanistic models. Topp et al. (1986) and Travis
and Arms (1988) proposed two different empirical models correlating the concentration of a chemical com-
pound in the plant's tissues with its physicochemical properties. Despite the advantages of simple analytical
relationships, these models provide a rather coarse description of the plant uptake processes. Alternatively,
Ryan et al. (1988) developed a semimechanistic screening model for assessing the uptake of nonionic chemi-
cals from soil. However, due to its theoretical limitations (e.g., neglecting plant‐air exchange, metabolism,
and growth dilution), this model was only intended to provide a simple approach for screening chemicals
for which plant uptake may be an important pathway for human exposure. Hung and Mackay (1997) pro-
posed a classic mechanistic approach instead, describing the kinetics of uptake in leaves, stem, and roots
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using a dynamic multicompartment model, which included xylem and phloem flows, gaseous exchange,
growth dilution, and metabolization.

Similarly, Trapp (2007) and Rein et al. (2011) developed a mechanistic multicompartment model encom-
passing all major physicochemical processes happening during the dynamic plant uptake (DPU) process.
The model, initially developed for neutral compounds, was later extended to ionic chemicals and tested suc-
cessfully against measured data under different operating conditions (Trapp, 2009). Hurtado et al. (2016)
used the DPU model to inversely estimate kinetic parameters from a greenhouse experiment on dynamic
uptake of emerging contaminants in lettuce. In another study, Trapp (2015) successfully calibrated the
DPU model to simulate uptake of chlorinated organic compounds in radish.

Despite acceptable results, existing DPU models generally lack an accurate description of physicochemical
processes in soils, which are among the most important sources of pollution for plants (Eugenio et al.,
2018). The variably saturated hydraulic behavior of the root zone and biogeochemical processes in the
near‐surface environment, such as solute sorption and degradation, strongly affect actual transpiration pat-
terns and solute uptake across the root surfaces. The accurate numerical description of these processes is
thus crucial for the development of reliable soil‐plant models. Along these lines, Legind et al. (2012) and
Trapp and Eggen (2013) coupled the multicompartment model of Trapp (2007) with a model of water and
solute transport in soil based on the “tipping buckets” approach. Such a numerical approach usually
assumes that, due to gravity, water can only percolate downwards as Darcian flow (e.g., Schroeder et al.,
1994) and simplifies upward flow due to capillarity. Additionally, this approach requires several threshold
values as input, including field capacity and wilting point, that are often poorly defined (Twarakavi et al.,
2009). In particular, the physical meaning of field capacity is ambiguous (Twarakavi et al., 2009) and should
be adjusted to site‐specific conditions, considering its high impact on simulated transport processes.

Due to these theoretical limitations (Emerman, 1995; Scanlon et al., 2003), this approach is mostly suited for
specific working conditions in which water flow is mainly driven by gravity (i.e., irrigated agriculture with
predominantly downward vertical flow) and is not well suited for many other important environments in
which capillarity plays an important role (e.g., rainfed agriculture and/or upward flow from shallow ground-
water). This approach is often used when water flow in soils is a secondary process in the model, which
instead focuses on providing a detailed description of a different primary process (e.g., crop growth [Boote
et al., 2008; Shelia et al., 2018] and DPU of chemicals [Trapp, 2007], etc.). Its application in traditional mod-
eling scenarios (i.e., uptake of chemicals from contaminated soils under transient atmospheric conditions)
may thus result in poor model generalizability stemming from the theoretical model's inadequacy. On the
other hand, hydrological models provide sophisticated hydraulic and hydrologic descriptions while simpli-
fying other model components. Therefore, research efforts should focus on the development of integrated
soil‐plant models which include a more coherent description of physicochemical processes in both soil
and plant domains (Vereecken et al., 2016).

Numerical models from vadose zone hydrology, which have been used extensively in the last decades (Jarvis
& Larsbo, 2012; Šimůnek et al., 2016), offer great opportunities to head in this direction. In particular,
Richards‐based approaches have been used successfully in many applications and scientific fields (e.g.,
Brunetti et al., 2017, 2019; Brunetti, Porti, & Piro, 2018; Brunetti, Šimůnek, & Bautista, 2018; Cheyns
et al., 2010, Hanson et al., 2006, Jellali et al., 2016, Scanlon et al., 2003). Nolan et al. (2005) compared the
performance of the Richards‐based and tipping bucket models in reproducing measured breakthrough
curves of bromide and atrazine from two experimental facilities in Merced, California, and White River
Basin, Indiana, respectively. Results of this study indicated a better accuracy of the Richards‐based models
(i.e., HYDRUS‐2D, LEACHP, RZWQM, and VS2DT) than the tipping‐bucket models (i.e., CALF,
GLEAMS, and PRZM). Furthermore, the authors reported a numerical influence of grid cell thickness on
the effective solute dispersivity in some tipping bucket models. In another study, Herbst et al. (2005) con-
cluded that the Richards' equation‐based models should perform better than the capacity‐based approaches
in terms of predicting soil moisture contents, drainage amounts, and actual evapotranspiration. Similar con-
clusions were also obtained in the model intercomparison study by Scanlon, Christman, et al. (2003).

Besides simplifying soil processes, it must be emphasized that existing DPU models also simplify metaboli-
zation chains in the plant's tissues. The green liver behavior of plants (Sandermann, 1994) is generally
accounted for using a single first‐order decay coefficient that summarizes enzymatic biodegradation of
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compounds in the plant. Although obtaining comprehensive measurements of metabolites may be very dif-
ficult, such an approach strongly reduces the model flexibility due to its inability to describe the generation
of metabolites usually encountered in actual conditions (Kodešová et al., 2019b). On the other hand, the use
of parent‐metabolites data is becoming more popular in other scientific fields, such as pharmacokinetic
modeling (Bertrand et al., 2011; Stroh et al., 2013), that share some theoretical and practical similarities with
the DPU models. Such joint parent‐metabolites pharmacokinetics models are used to simulate transforma-
tion and interaction effects and can be used in conjunction with other numerical techniques (e.g., Dumont
et al., 2013) to increase the model predictive capability. This emphasizes the need to further refine the
numerical description of degradation chains in plants.

We aim to fill the aforementioned scientific gaps by developing a fully coupled soil‐plant model capable of
providing a mechanistic comprehensive description of transport and reaction processes in the soil‐plant
continuum. To this end, we couple the widely used hydrological model, HYDRUS (Šimůnek et al.,
2016), with a modified version of the multicompartment DPU model proposed by Trapp (2007), that
now accounts for differentiated multiple metabolization pathways in plant's tissues. HYDRUS is a
Richards equation‐based model that has been chosen due to its reliability, versatility, success in several
model intercomparison studies (e.g., Nolan et al., 2005; Scanlon, Christman, et al., 2003), and widespread
use among hydrologists (Šimůnek et al., 2016). The problem is addressed in the following way. First, the-
oretical background to numerically combine the soil and plant models is developed. Then, the modified
DPU model is theoretically validated against the original implementation of Trapp (2007) and internally
coupled with the HYDRUS code to minimize the computational cost. Finally, the developed soil‐plant
model is validated against measured data from an experiment on the translocation and transformation
of carbamazepine (CBZ) in three types of vegetables. The analysis is further enriched by performing a glo-
bal sensitivity analysis on the soil‐plant model to identify factors driving the compound's accumulation in
plants' shoots, as well as to clarify the role and importance of soil hydraulic properties on the plant
uptake process.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. An Integrated Soil‐Plant Modeling Environment

To describe the fate of neutral compounds in the soil‐plant system (Figure 1), we couple a widely used
hydrological model (HYDRUS) with a multicompartment DPU model. While HYDRUS (Šimůnek
et al., 2016) is a finite‐element model for simulating the movement of water, heat, and multiple solutes
in variably saturated porous media, the DPU model accounts for the movement of water and solutes
through the plant while also accounting for differentiated multiple metabolization pathways in plant's
tissues. Additionally, the HYDRUS model has a relatively sophisticated root water and nutrient uptake
model (Šimůnek & Hopmans, 2009), which provides a link between HYDRUS and DPU. Figure 1 sum-
marizes the physicochemical processes in the soil‐plant continuum and their theoretical conceptualiza-
tion in the coupled soil‐plant model.

2.2. DPU of Neutral Compounds

In this section, we provide an overall description of the model structure and a theoretical background for
physical and biogeochemical processes implemented in the DPU model.
2.2.1. Model Structure
The numerical model is based on the multicompartmental approach proposed by Trapp (2007) and further
developed by Rein et al. (2011) and Legind et al. (2011). The model simulates the translocation and biodegra-
dation of N neutral compounds in plants, which are conceptualized in four compartments: roots, stem,
leaves, and fruits. The choice to focus only on neutral compounds is intended to be only a first step in the
model development. Transport processes consist of advection (with xylem flow) and diffusive losses or gains,
while reaction processes mainly represent the enzymatic biodegradation in plant's tissue. More specifically,
the following processes are considered in the DPU model:

• Translocation of compounds from the roots to the stem and from the stem to leaves and fruits with the
transpiration stream. The phloem flux is neglected.

• Volatilization of compounds in the stem, leaves, and fruits.
• Gaseous and particle deposition from air to the stem, leaves, and fruits.
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• Compounds dilution by plant growth in all compartments.
• Compounds metabolization in all compartments.

The DPUmodel calculates the compounds' concentration in each compartment. The concentration matrixC
has N rows (for each compound, represented below by a subscript i) and four columns (for each compart-
ment, i.e., 1 = roots, 2 = stem, 3 = leaves, and 4 = fruits, represented below by a subscript j) and contains
concentrations expressed as mass of each compound per fresh weight in different plants' compartments
(Ms/Mfw, where subscript s refers to solutes and fw to fresh weight).

Transport and reaction processes depend on physical and chemical properties of the plant and compounds,
respectively. In particular, the characteristics of four plant tissues are summarized in seven vectors.

W ¼

W1

W2

W3

W4

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;
;L ¼

L1

L2

L3

L4

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;
;M0 ¼

M0
1

M0
2

M0
3

M0
4

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;
;Mmax ¼

Mmax
1

Mmax
2

Mmax
3

Mmax
4

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;
;Κgr ¼

Kgr
1

Kgr
2

Kgr
3

Kgr
4

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;
; SA ¼

SA1
SA2
SA3
SA4

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;
; ρ ¼

ρ1
ρ2
ρ3
ρ4

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;
; (1)

where W is the water content of the plant (L3/Mfw), L is the lipid content of the plant (Ml/Mfw, where sub-
script l refers to the lipid content), M0 is the initial plant mass (Mfw), Mmax is the maximum plant mass
(Mfw), Kgr is the growth rate coefficient (T−1), SA is the plant's specific area (L2Mfw

−1), and ρ is the plant's
density (Mfw/L

3). On the other hand, compounds' properties are described by four vectors.

KOW ¼

logKOW1

logKOW2

:

logKOWN

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;
;KAW ¼

KAW1

KAW2

:

KAWN

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;
;CA ¼

CA1

CA2

:

CAN

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;
;m ¼

m1

m2

:

mN

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;
; (2)

whereKOW is the n‐octanol‐water partition coefficient (−),KAW is the air‐water partition coefficient (L3/L3),
CA is the compound concentration in the air (Ms/L

3), and m is the molar mass (M). Other required inputs
are the air temperature T (K) and the relative humidity ϕ (−).
2.2.2. Mass Balance
Themass balance ofN compounds in the four plant's compartments is mathematically described using a sys-
tem of ordinary differential equations that is written in a compact form as

dC
dt

¼ QIN þ QDEP þ QGAS−QTR−QVOL þΩ; (3)

whereQIN is the inflow flux (Ms·Mfw
−1·T−1; for each compound and each compartment),QDEP is the deposi-

tion of a chemical from particle deposition, QGAS is chemical gaseous uptake from the air, QTR is the trans-
location flux between compartments, QVOL is the volatilization flux, and Ω represents reactions.

Figure 1. A schematic of the physicochemical processes in the (a) soil‐plant continuum and their theoretical conceptualization in the (b) coupled soil‐plant model.
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In the numerical model, equation (3) is solved implicitly in time using the backward Euler method (Butcher,
2016) to increase the stability of the numerical solution.

CtþΔt−Ct

Δt
¼ QtþΔt

IN þ QtþΔt
DEP þ QtþΔt

GAS−Q
tþΔt
TR −QtþΔt

VOL þΩtþΔt: (4)

Equation (4) is expressed as a linear equation system, which is solved using the iterative quasi‐Newton
Broyden's method (Broyden, 1969) at each time step.

2.2.3. Plant Growth
Many annual crops exhibit a logistic growth characterized by an exponential growth at the beginning and an
asymptotic behavior towards ripening. Accordingly, the change of the plant mass in each compartment M
(Mfw) as a function of time t (T) is expressed as

dM
dt

¼ KgrM 1−
M

Mmax

� �
: (5)

The plant mass in each compartment can be calculated by integrating the logistic growth function as follows:

M tð Þ ¼ Mmax

1þ Mmax
M0

−1
� �

exp−Kgrt
: (6)

The plant surface area A (L2) is related to the plant mass M through the specific surface area SA (L2/Mfw).

Aj tð Þ ¼ SAj Mj tð Þ (7)

where index j refers to four plant compartments. The model can alternatively use measured plant growth
data and interpolate between measured data points.
2.2.4. Chemical Equilibrium and Partitioning
The typical time scale for chemical diffusion of neutral compounds through a cell membrane is negligible
compared to the time scale of soil‐plant processes. Under such circumstances, the rate of the sorption process
is fast enough to consider instantaneous equilibrium, and the capacity of a chemical to diffuse across mem-
branes can be described by the equilibrium partition coefficient. In particular, the equilibrium partitioning
between a hydrophobic phase (lipids, oils, etc.) and water is described by the n‐octanol‐water partition coef-
ficient KOW (−). Measured values are available for many compounds, and they are usually expressed using a
logarithmic scale. Similarly, the coefficient KAW (−) describes the partitioning between liquid and air.

Briggs et al. (1982) defined a plant‐water partition coefficient KPW (L3Mfw
−1), which is expressed in its

matrix form as

KPWij ¼ Wj þ LjaK
b
OWi

i ¼ 1;N and j ¼ 1; 4; (8)

whereWj and Lj are the water (L
3/Mfw) and lipid contents of the plant compartments (Ml/Mfw), respectively,

a is a coefficient (L3/Ml) usually assumed 0.00122 m/kgl (Trapp, 2007), and b is an exponent equal to 0.77
and 0.95 for roots and plant shoots, respectively. Indices i and j refer to matrix columns (to N compounds)
and rows (four compartments), respectively. It must be emphasized that the accuracy of equation (8) in pre-
dicting the sorption mechanism in the plant decreases with the polarity of the investigated chemical com-
pound (Li et al., 2005). Therefore, for highly polar compounds, it is recommended to experimentally
characterize the sorption mechanism.
2.2.5. Translocation
Most plants have two transport systems inside: xylem and phloem. Xylem is a nonliving vascular system that
is hydraulically connected to phloem (Brodersen et al., 2019). Water is drawn upwards by physical forces.
Phloem is composed of living cells, the sieve tubes. The flux in phloem generally occurs from the leaves to
the fruits. In particular, phloem transports sugar and other essential substances. Xylem is responsible for
the water translocation from the roots to other plant compartments induced by plant transpiration.
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The effect of the plant water storage is neglected (e.g, Javaux et al., 2013; Manoli et al., 2014). Such assump-
tion, which is valid only for small crops (Hartzell et al., 2017; Vogel et al., 2017), implies that the xylem flow
QXYL (L3/T) is equal to the transpiration stream through the roots and stem, QTP, while it is partitioned in
fruits and leaves using corresponding surface areas (Trapp, 2007).

QXYL ¼ QTP QTP QTP−
A4QTP

A4 þ A3

A4QTP

A4 þ A3

� �
: (9)

The solute translocation flux QTR (Ms·Mfw
−1·T−1) is expressed as

QTRij
¼ QXYLij

Cij

MjKPWij

: (10)

Leaves and fruits are the end of the xylem system; and thus, no further translocation is assumed in these
compartments. Such an assumption implies that to facilitate the model implementation, we can similarly
define for each compartment the solute inflow QIN (Ms·Mfw

−1·T−1), which contains the compounds. In par-
ticular, solute inflow into the root compartment is represented by actual solute uptake calculated by
HYDRUS for a soil surface area of 1 m2 divided by the roots mass (Ms·Mfw

−1·T−1), while the translocation
flux from the roots is the inflow for the stem. Finally, the xylem flow from the stem is divided into two
streams that enter leaves and fruits.

2.2.6. Exchange Plant‐Air: Plant Permeability

The plant‐air exchange is regulated by the permeability of the plant's components (Trapp, 2007). A chemical
in the air has to overcome only the air boundary layer between the leaf surface and the turbulent atmo-
sphere. It can then adsorb on the leaf surface, which is a waxy layer known as the cuticle. On the other hand,
a chemical transported by the transpiration stream into the leaf can be exchanged with air through cuticles
or stomata. Thus, three different phases provide resistance (aqueous phase, lipid phase, and gas phase) and
two pathways are in parallel (stomatal and cuticular pathways).

The more lipophilic a compound, the higher its permeability across the cuticle barrier.

PCi ¼ 100:704logKOWi−11:2; (11)

where PC is the cuticle conductance (L/T). The next resistance is provided by the air boundary layer sur-
rounding the plant, Pair (L/T). Resistance of 200 s/m was estimated as typical for a chemical with molar
weight m = 300 g/mol (Thompson, 1983). The conductance of the air boundary layer, Pair, for a chemical
with a molar mass m is thus

Pairi ¼
KAWi

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
300

p

200
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
mi

p ; (12)

wherem is the molar mass of the chemical. However, water does need to cross the aqueous layer in the apo-
plast. The permeability of this layer Paqua (L/T) is

Paquai ¼ DO2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
32 mi

z;

	s
(13)

where z is the thickness of the aqueous layer assumed 0.0005m, andDO2 is the diffusion coefficient of oxygen
in water (2x10−9 m2/s). Thus, the total cuticle permeability PC,tot (L/T) is

PC;tot ¼ 1
1
PC

þ 1
Pair

þ 1
Paqua

: (14)

The role of the stomata is gas exchange. While the stomata are open, carbon dioxide is taken up, and water
vapor is lost. Details on the calculation of transpiration are provided in the following sections. The conduc-
tance of the stomata, PS (L/T), can thus be calculated from the xylem flow QXYL as
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PSij ¼
QXYLj

ρwater
Aj CH2O;sat−ϕCH2O;sat

 � ffiffiffiffiffi

18
p
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
mi

p KAWi ; (15)

where ϕ is the relative air humidity (−), ρwater is the water density (M/L3), and CH2O,sat is the water concen-
tration inside plant's shoots (M/L3), which can be calculated as

CH2O;sat ¼ pH2O

461:9T
; (16)

where pH2O is the saturation vapor pressure (ML−1·T−2) at a given temperature T (K), calculated using the
empirical Magnus equation:

pH2O;sat ¼ 610:7×10
7:5 T−273:15ð Þ

237þ T−273:15ð Þ: (17)

The exchange of the chemical through cuticle and stomata occurs in parallel, and thus, permeabilities are
added to derive the total permeability for the exchange between the plant and air, PP (L/T):

PP ¼ PS þ PC;tot: (18)

2.2.7. Volatilization

Chemicals can leave or enter the plant in several ways. This exchange process is regulated by the plant‐air
partition vector KPA (L3/L3), which is expressed as

KPAij ¼
KPWijρj
KAWi

: (19)

No volatilization is assumed in the roots since they are generally not exposed to air. The volatilization rate
depends on the permeability of plant's compartments, PP. In the developed model, only the cuticular path-
way is used for the stem, while for fruits and leaves, exchanges of the chemical occur through the cuticle and
stomata in parallel (Rein et al., 2011). The volatilization flux vector QVOL (Ms·Mfw

−1·T−1) is expressed as

QVOLij
¼ AjPP;ijρjCij

MjKPAij

: (20)

2.2.8. Gaseous Uptake and Particle Deposition

The gaseous uptake flux of chemicals from the air, QGAS (Ms·Mfw
−1·T−1), is defined as:

QGASij ¼
AjPP;ij 1−f p

� �
CAi

Mj
; (21)

where fp is the fraction of a chemical adsorbed on the particles (−). The uptake of chemical from particle
deposition, QDEP (Ms·Mfw

−1·T−1), is:

QDEPij ¼
Ajvdepf pCAi

Mj
; (22)

where vdep (L/T) is the particle deposition velocity assumed 0.001 m/s (Trapp & Matthies, 1998).
2.2.9. Metabolization of Neutral Compounds

Plant compounds' metabolism is divided into three stages: transformation (I), conjugation (II), and compart-
mentation and storage processes (III), although plants have no excretion systems. Cellular storage sites are
the vacuole and the cell wall (Sandermann, 1992). Plants thus have the ability to metabolize chemicals by
exploiting the enzyme degradation. Furthermore, it is well known that millions of bacteria live on, but also
inside of, plants. Most of these bacteria are heterotrophic and use chemicals as a substrate to grow.
Compounds can be used as an electron acceptor, an electron donor, as an energy source, or as a precursor
for other molecules. This opens opportunities—plants can be “vaccinated”with degrader bacteria to degrade
pollutants (phytoremediation) or pesticides (Barac et al., 2004; Glick, 2010).
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Nevertheless, traditional modeling approaches are based on the use of a single first‐order rate coefficient to
describe compound's biodegradation (e.g., Legind et al., 2011; Rein et al., 2011; Trapp, 2007). Such an
approach completely neglects the transformation chain in the plant's tissues, which leads to the formation
of new chemical by‐products. For instance, CBZ can generate both hydroxylated and conjugatedmetabolites,
which can be further degraded (Goldstein et al., 2018). Furthermore, not all compounds are generally
degraded since plants have an upper limit on the compound compartmentation. These metabolites, which
can be chemically active, are important for risk assessment (e.g., So et al., 1994;Warner et al., 1992) andmust
be considered in the analysis. In addition to that, recent studies have shown differentiated biodegradation
rates in different plant's compartments (e.g., Fantke & Juraske, 2013; Kodešová et al., 2019b), suggesting
the need to use amore flexiblemathematical description. To overcome such limitations in the presentmodel,
the plant metabolization is modeled using multiple metabolization matrices Γj. These matrices consist of
multiple first‐order rate coefficients, which provide connections between parent and daughter species. The
matrix Γj is a square matrix of a dimension N (i.e., a number of metabolites considered).

Γj ¼
−τ11 :: þτ

0
1N

: ⋅ :

þτ
0
N1 :: −τNN

8><
>:

9>=
>; with ∑

N

i¼1
Γ ij≤0: (23)

where τ are first‐order rate constants for the compound (T−1), while τ′ are similar first‐order rate constants
providing connections between individual chain species (T−1). The metabolization rate vector for the jth
compartment,Ωj (Ms·Mfw

−1·T−1), is thus defined as the dot product of themetabolization and concentration
matrices.S

Ωj ¼ Γj⋅Cj ¼
−τ11 :: þτ

0
1N

: ⋅ :

þτ
0
N1 :: −τNN

8><
>:

9>=
>;⋅

C1j

:

CNj

8><
>:

9>=
>;: (24)

The proposed approach guarantees high modeling flexibility for handling multiple nonsequential degrada-
tion chains and simulating the effect of reaction yields. Figure 2 shows a schematic of three metabolization
chains in the jth compartment with their respective model implementations.

2.3. Implementation in the HYDRUS Model

The compounds' translocation in the plant is mainly driven by actual transpiration and solute uptake fluxes,
which are in turn dependent on the pressure head and solute distribution in the root zone (de Jong van Lier

Figure 2. Examples of (a) double, (b)sequential, and (c) closed metabolization chains of three compounds in the jth com-
partment (in this case j = 1, i.e., in the roots). Black circles indicate an incomplete conversion of the reactant in by‐
products.
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et al., 2013), respectively. Huber et al. (2014) demonstrated that soil moisture heterogeneity strongly influ-
ences plant hydraulics. Hence, an accurate description of the physicochemical processes in the near‐surface
environment is crucial for developing a reliable soil‐plant modeling tool (Vereecken et al., 2016). To this aim,
the mechanistic model HYDRUS is coupled with the DPU model to further extend its modeling capabilities
to the plant domain thus obtaining a fully integrated modeling environment for contaminant risk assess-
ment. In this section, we first provide an overview of the HYDRUS model and then a thorough description
of the coupling strategy and practical implementation of the coupled soil‐plant‐atmosphere model.
2.3.1. HYDRUS Model
HYDRUS (Šimůnek et al., 2016) is a finite‐element model for simulating the movement of water, heat, and
multiple solutes in variably saturated porous media. It numerically solves the Richards equation for multi-
dimensional variably saturated water flow.

∂θ
∂t

¼ ∇ K⋅∇ h−zð Þ½ �−S hð Þ; (25)

where t is time (T), z is the vertical coordinate (L), θ is the volumetric water content (L3/L3), K is the unsa-
turated hydraulic conductivity (L/T), h is the pressure head (L), and S is a sink term representing root water
uptake (T−1).

Solute transport can be simulated in the liquid, solid, and gaseous phases, though the latter is not of
immediate interest in soil‐plant modeling. Therefore, the transport of the ith solute in the soil is described
using the advection‐dispersion‐reaction equation, assuming that solutes can exist only in the solid and
liquid phases.

∂θCi

∂t
þ ∂ρsi

∂t
¼ ∇ θDW

i ⋅∇Ci

 �

−∇ qCið Þ−ra;i−ϕi; (26)

where Ci is the concentration of the ith solute in the liquid phase (M/L), si is the concentration of the ith
solute in the solid phase (M/M), ρ is the soil density (M/L), Di

W is the dispersion tensor for the ith solute
in water (L2/T), q is the water flux (L/T), ra is the root solute uptake term (M·L−3·T−1), and ϕi represents
the reaction sink/source term (M·L−3·T−1). Several equilibrium and nonequilibrium models are available
to simulate solute sorption to the solid phase (Šimůnek et al., 2016), while zero‐order or first‐order coeffi-
cients are used to simulate reaction processes.
2.3.2. Root Water and Solute Uptake
Beer's equation is first used to partition reference evapotranspiration into potential transpiration, Sp, and
potential soil evaporation, Ep (e. g., Ritchie, 1972). The Leaf Area Index (LAI) is needed to partition evapora-
tion and transpiration fluxes. Equations (6) and (7) are used to calculate the mass and area of the leaves,
respectively, with the latter then converted to LAI. For a detailed explanation of evapotranspiration parti-
tioning in HYDRUS, please refer to Sutanto et al. (2012).

The actual transpiration stream,QTP, is calculated as the integral of actual root water uptake in the root zone
domain, R:

QTP ¼ ∫
R
S h; x; y; zð Þdxdydz ¼ SP∫

R
a h; x; y; zð Þb x; y; zð Þdxdydz: (27)

where S(h,x,y,z) is actual root water uptake, a(h,x,y,z) is a dimensionless water stress response function, and
b(x,y,z) is a root density distribution function. The stress response function a depends on the soil pressure
head h and has a range of values between 0 and 1. It parametrizes the effects of the energy status of soil water
caused by capillary, gravitational, and osmotic forces, as well as the oxygen deficit. Feddes et al. (1978) pro-
posed a water stress response function in which water uptake is assumed to be zero close to soil saturation
(P0) and for pressure heads higher (in absolute values) than the wilting point (P3). Water uptake is assumed
to be optimal between two specific pressure heads (POpt, P2H, or P2L), which depend on the plant type. At
high potential transpiration rates (5 mm/day in the model simulation), stomata start to close at lower pres-
sure heads (P2H; in absolute value) than at low potential transpiration rates (1 mm/day; P2L). Parameters of
the stress response function for a majority of agricultural crops can be found in various databases (e.g.,
Taylor & Ashcroft, 1972; Wesseling et al., 1991).
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The root density function, b(x,y,z), modulates actual root water uptake depending on the root growth and
density. First, equation (6) is used to calculate the root growth, which is synchronized between HYDRUS
and DPUmodels. Then, the equation proposed by Hoffman and van Genuchten (1983) is used to determine,
at each time step, the root density and actual root water uptake at different soil locations. This numerical
approach is applied to one‐dimensional as well as multidimensional soil‐roots modeling scenarios. No feed-
backmechanism between the plant and the soil domain is considered. In case of soil heterogeneities, the pos-
sibility to have a spatial description of soil processes increases the accuracy of the soil‐plantmodel predictions
(Huber et al., 2014) compared to more simplistic approaches that assume a homogeneous soil profile.

In the case of passive root solute uptake, ra is equal to the product of the sink term S in the water flow equa-
tion (25) and the concentration of the sink term Ci (M/L3). In the case of active root solute uptake, ra is cal-
culated using the plant nutrient demand (which is plant and time specific) and the solute distribution in the
soil (Šimůnek & Hopmans, 2009). All compounds dissolved in water are taken up by plant roots when Ci is
lower than a maximum allowed solution concentration Cmax (M/L3). Details about the implementation of
root solute uptake in HYDRUS can be found in Šimůnek and Hopmans (2009).

2.3.3. Coupling Strategy and Implementation

Neutral compounds are generally passively taken up by plants with the transpiration flux. Under such
conditions, the plant uptake process is considered purely advective. As reported by Rein et al. (2011),
the error of approximating solute uptake by only advection is small and not relevant in practice. This is
mathematically expressed as a one‐way coupled system, in which the soil and plant domains are sequen-
tially coupled and no feedback mechanism exists between the two domains. Briefly, HYDRUS calculates
actual root water and solute uptake, which are then used as input for the roots compartment where the
DPU starts.

The standard HYDRUS code has been modified to include the DPU component. In particular, all subrou-
tines related to the DPU model have been collected in a separate FORTRAN file. This file contains reading
and writing subroutines, as well as the solver for equation (4), which are called by themain code at each time
step during model execution. It must be emphasized that the following coupling approach can be applied to
one‐dimensional soil profiles (i.e., HYDRUS‐1D) as well as to multidimensional soil domains (i.e.,
HYDRUS‐2D/3D). The practical implementation can be summarized in a few steps.

1. Initialization: The HYDRUSmodel is set up in the usual way by defining all simulated processes, domain
properties, and input parameters. At the same time, an American Standard Code for Information
Interchange file is used to collect plant physical characteristics (equation (1)), compounds' chemical
properties (equation (2)), andmetabolizationmatrices for each compartment (equation (24)). In this step,
multiple HYDRUS and DPU output files are created. In particular, N (i.e., a number of compounds) files
are initialized for the DPUmodel, each of which is used to store time series of simulated compounds' con-
centrations in each compartment.

2. Coupled model execution: The HYDRUS main code initializes variables, reads the input, and starts the
calculation. At each time step, water flow and heat and solute transport are solved first. Simulated actual
root water and solute uptakes are then area‐averaged to unit area and passed to the DPU solver, which in
turn calculates the compounds' distribution in plant's tissues. The time step is dictated by the main
HYDRUS solver. Preliminary numerical tests were carried to assess this coupling approach and investi-
gate the stiffness of the sink term in equation (25). Such tests considered compounds with different KOW

and KAW under variable atmospheric conditions. Simulations remained numerically stable in all tests,
thus, suggesting a relatively low stiffness of the DPU model.

3. Output: If the simulation is convergent, preinitialized output files are populated with results of the
numerical simulation, which continues until the simulation period ends. Finally, mass‐balance errors
are calculated for both soil and plant domains.

2.4. Theoretical Validation

Before the proper experimental validation of the coupled soil‐plant model, the DPU component has been
validated against a Microsoft Excel® implementation of the DPU model proposed by Trapp (2007), which
is available on his website (https://homepage.env.dtu.dk/stt/). Theoretical validation is a needed step when
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testing and developing models since it avoids the influence of unpredict-
able sources of uncertainty of experimental data, which could mask inac-
curacies in the model implementation.

2.4.1. Synthetic Scenario Description

The synthetic scenario considers the translocation of a contaminant in a
perennial shrub conceptualized in two compartments (i.e., roots and
shoots). The plant is exposed to contaminated soil water and air for a
simulation period of 1,200 days. Two 1‐day injection pulses of 0.01 g of
the compound are used to load the system at Days 300 and 600. Gaseous
uptake, particle deposition, and compound's volatilization are considered
in the numerical simulation, while plant growth is neglected (i.e., a con-
stant plant mass, M). Constant actual transpiration of 1,000 cm3/day is
assumed. The plant's permeability PP is reduced to a scalar value, which
is assumed to be constant and equal to 8,640 cm/day. The time series of
simulated solute concentrations in different compartments is used to vali-
date the DPUmodel. Plant's characteristics and input parameters are sum-
marized in Table 1.

2.5. Experimental Validation

Measured data are taken from a recently published study by Kodešová et al. (2019b), which focused on the
translocation and biodegradation of selected pharmaceuticals in different plants. In the present study, only
measured data about dynamic uptake of CBZ and its main metabolites (i.e., 10,11‐epoxide carbamazepine
[EPX], and oxcarbazepine [OXC] in lamb's lettuce, spinach, and arugula) are used. The modeling study is
further enriched by a global sensitivity analysis to identify the most important factors influencing the accu-
mulation of CBZ in spinach shoots. The overall analysis aims to provide a preliminary assessment of the
developed model against observed data and to demonstrate its flexibility and use potential. In the following
sections, we provide a general overview of the experiment, modeling settings, and numerical methods used.
For a thorough description of the experiment, please refer to Kodešová et al. (2019b).
2.5.1. Case Study Description

Experiments were carried out under greenhouse conditions, with average air temperature and humidity
of 22 °C and 35%, respectively. A single plant was planted in a small pot in five replicates of each soil
(three soils were used) and treatment, which consisted of an injection of a single compound or a mixture
of three pharmaceuticals. In the present study, only data relative to an injection of a single compound in
Haplic Chernozem soils are considered. The irrigation regime and injected concentrations are reported in

Table 2. Each pot was perforated at the bottom and had a height of
5.5 cm and a surface area of 25 cm2 and, additionally, was placed on
top of a plastic plate that provided a limited accumulation of water dur-
ing the experiment. The soil surface was covered with a thin layer of
quartz‐sand gravel to avoid cross‐contamination of treated soil pots.
An evaporation pan placed near the pots measured evaporation in the
greenhouse, which was generally constant and approximately equal to
0.2 cm/day. A pan coefficient of 1.0 was assumed to estimate the refer-
ence evapotranspiration (Zeng et al., 2009).

Plants were exposed to natural light. Seeds of arugula, lamb's lettuce, and
spinach germinated in a horticultural substrate and were then moved in
the soil pot after sprouting. Each plant was initially irrigated with fresh
water and then exposed to the injection of contaminated water. Sets of five
plants of each soil were also irrigated with solute‐free water to test the pos-
sible impact of the compounds on plant growth. Themeasured CBZ inflow
concentration varied between 6.4e‐07 and 6.8e‐07 g/cm3 (Table 2). After
exposure, plants were removed from the soil, rinsed, and divided into roots
and shoots for the next chemical analysis, which was carried out using the
liquid chromatography‐tandem mass spectrometry. Before the sample

Table 1
Input parameters used in the theoretical validation of the dynamic
plant uptake model

Parameter Roots Shoots

W (cm3/gfw) 0. 89 0. 85
L (gl/gfw) 0.025 0.02
M (gfw) 1000 1000
SA (cm2/gfw) 0.0 50.0
τ11 (day

−1) 0.15 0.15
Air
CA (gs/cm

3) 1e‐13
fp (−) 0.5
vdep (cm/day) 8640
Compound
log KOW (−) 2.00
KAW (cm3/cm3) 0.00005

Table 2
Irrigation doses for a single plant and concentrations of carbamazepine

Day

Irrigation (cm3)
Carbamazepine

[g/cm3]Spinach/Arugula Lamb's lettuce

0 Sprout
16 30.0 0.0 6.50e‐07
18 40.0 0.0 6.80e‐07
21 30.0 0.0 6.80e‐07
23 30.0 30.0 6.40e‐07
25 30.0 40.0 6.40e‐07
26 33.3 33.3 6.40e‐07
28 30.0 30.0 6.60e‐07
32 30.0 30.0 6.60e‐07
33 33.3 33.3 6.60e‐07
37 30.0 30.0 6.60e‐07
39 30.0 30.0 6.60e‐07
40 0.0 30.0 6.60e‐07
42 Harvest 0
43 Harvest
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extraction, the fresh and dry weights of roots and shoots, as well as the
one‐sided leaves area, were determined.
2.5.2. Model Setup
The one‐dimensional model HYDRUS‐1D is used to simulate transport
processes in the soil. The 5.5‐cm deep soil profile is discretized in 100 finite
elements. An atmospheric boundary condition is applied at the soil sur-
face using (a) irrigation and potential evapotranspiration fluxes, (b) a pre-
scribed zero pressure head (i.e., full saturation) during ponding, and (c)
equilibrium between the soil surface pressure head and the atmospheric
water vapor pressure when the atmospheric evaporative demand cannot
be met. A seepage face boundary condition is set at the bottom of the
pot. This condition assumes that the boundary flux remains zero as long
as the pressure head is below a certain threshold value, hseep. However,
when the lower end of the soil profile reaches this value, hseep is imposed
at the lower boundary and outflow is calculated accordingly. In the pre-
sent study, hseep is set to 1 cm to simulate the accumulation of water in
the plate under the pot. The concentration flux across the top boundary
is simulated using the classic Cauchy‐type boundary condition, while a
zero concentration gradient is imposed at the bottom. The initial pressure
head is assumed to be constant and equal to −100 cm in the entire model
domain. The soil is considered solute free at the beginning of
the simulation.

Parameters used in the experimental validation are listed in Table 3. The
unimodal van Genuchten‐Mualem model (van Genuchten, 1980) is used
to describe the soil hydraulic properties, which are obtained from themea-
sured particle size distribution and soil bulk density ρb (grams per centi-
meter) using pedotransfer functions from ROSETTA (Schaap et al.,
2001). The piecewise linear Feddes function describes the root water stress
(Feddes et al., 1978) and regulates actual transpiration. Feddes' para-
meters (i.e., P0, POpt, P2H, P2L, and P3 in Table 3) are taken from the lit-
erature (Wesseling et al., 1991) and slightly adjusted to better reproduce
measured data. Reference evapotranspiration is partitioned into potential
evaporation and transpiration using the LAI. Growth rates are in line with
values reported by Glenn et al. (1984) and Gent (2002). Final measured
roots and shoots wet and dry masses, as well as one‐sided leaves area—
which averaged to an area of 1 m2

—are used to constrain equation (6).

The advection‐dispersion‐reaction equation (equation (26)) is used to
simulate the transport of CBZ in the soil. The effect of molecular diffusion
is neglected. The solute dispersivity λL is set to 2 cm. In their study,
Kodešová et al. (2015) reported nonlinear equilibrium adsorption of CBZ
on Haplic Chernozem, which can be described using the Freundlich
adsorption isotherm

si ¼ Kf C
β
i ; (28)

where Kf and β are empirical coefficients. Measured data show that the
EPX is the only CBZmetabolite detected in the soil during the experiment.
Thus, the CBZ degradation process in the soil is simulated using a sequen-
tial decay chain with first‐order rate coefficients, μLCBZ and μSCBZ (T−1),
that account for the transformation of CBZ in EPX in the liquid and solid
phases, respectively. Degradation of CBZ in this soil was studied by
Kodešová et al. (2016). In this study, the degradation half‐life was larger
than 1,000 d, that is, μLCBZ and μSCBZ were lower than 0.0007 day−1.

Table 3
Parameters and their bounds used in the experimental validation and
global sensitivity analysis of the coupled HYDRUS‐dynamic
plant uptake model

Parametera
Lamb's
lettuce Spinach Arugula

Sensitivity
analysis

θr (cm
3/cm3) 0.08 (0.06, 0.10)

θs (cm
3/cm3) 0.39 (0.30, 0.50)

α (cm−1) 0.05 (0.01, 0.1)
n (−) 1.22 (1.1, 2.0)
Ks (cm/day) 52 (20, 100)
ρb (g/cm

3) 1.09 (1, 1.3)
λL (cm) 2 (1, 4)
KfCBZ
(cm3β·μg1−β·g−1)

2.97 (2, 5)

βCBZ (−) 0.88 (0.7, 1.0)
μLCBZ (day−1) 0.0047 (0.001, 0.01)
μSCBZ (day−1) 0.0047 (0.001, 0.01)
P0 (cm) −3 −3 −3 (−10, 0)
POpt (cm) −20 −45 −45 (−35, −11)
P2H (cm) −200 −200 −200 (−300, −100)
P2L (cm) −800 −800 −800 ‐

P3 (cm) −8000 −8000 −8000 ‐

Roots
W (cm3/gfw) 0.89 0.85 0.85 (0.8, 0.9)
L (gl/gfw) 0.015 0.01 0.01 (0.005, 0.025)
Mmax (gfw) 126 206 149 (100, 300)
M0 (gfw) 4 10 4 (1, 20)
Kgr (day−1) 0.15 0.165 0.15 (0.08, 0.26)
τ11 (day

−1) 0.15 0.165 0.026 (0.05, 0.3)
τ21′ (day

−1) 0.11 0.133 0.023 ‐

τ31′ (day
−1) 0.026 0.026 0.0026 ‐

τ22 (day
−1) 0.004 0.004 0.004 ‐

Shoots
W (cm3/gfw) 0.89 0.85 0.86 (0.8, 0.9)
L (gl/gfw) 0.015 0.01 0.01 (0.005, 0.025)
Mmax (gfw) 440 819 723 (500, 1,000)
M0 (gfw) 18 50 60 (10, 100)
Kgr (day−1) 0.15 0.165 0.15 (0.08, 0.26)
τ11 (day

−1) 0.45 0.355 0.026 (0.05, 0.3)
τ21′ (day

−1) 0.37 0.315 0.023 −

τ31′ (day
−1) 0.07 0.035 0.0026 −

τ22 (day
−1) 0.004 0.004 0.004 −

Aharvest (cm
2) 47.5 65.6 48.9 −

LAIharvest (−) 1.9 2.6 2.0 −

Compounds
log KOW
(CBZ) (−)

2.25 (2.0, 2.8)

log KOW
(EPX) (−)

1.26 ‐

log KOW
(OXC) (−)

1.11 ‐

m(CBZ) (g/mol) 236.27 ‐

m(EPX) (g/mol) 252.28 ‐

m(EPX) (g/mol) 252.28 ‐

aθs and θr are the saturated and residual water contents, respectively,
α and n are the empirical van Genuchten‐Mualem shape parameters, Ks
is the saturated hydraulic conductivity, and P0, POpt, P2H, P2L, and P3
are Feddes' parameters.
CBZ = carbamazepine, EPX = 10,11‐epoxide, LAI = Leaf Area Index.
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However, final concentrations of EPX in soils in the case of the pot greenhouse experiment (Kodešová et al.,
2016) indicated higher degradation rates. Therefore a new degradation experiment was carried out with
fresh soil, which was preincubated with water (20 °C) before application of pharmaceuticals. Resulting
half‐life was 0.0047 day−1. The same sorption parameters are assumed for EPX, whose further
degradation in the soil is neglected (Koba et al., 2016).

Plants are conceptualized in two compartments: roots and shoots. No CBZ was present in the greenhouse
during the experiment and thus gaseous uptake and particle deposition are neglected. Similarly, volatiliza-
tion is excluded from modeling due to the nonvolatile behavior of CBZ. Octanol‐water partition coefficients
are obtained using the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Estimation Programs Interface suite program
(U.S. EPA, 2013). Water contents of plants' compartments are estimated from the measured fresh and dry
weights of roots and shoots and slightly adjusted so that modeled and measured concentrations better
match. The lipid contents are set based on literature values reported for leafy vegetables (Legind et al.,
2011; Legind et al., 2012; Trapp & Eggen, 2013; Wen et al., 2016) and slightly increased to compensate the
underestimation of the sorption introduced by equation (8). Contrary to the soil, multiple CBZ metabolites
were observed in plants. In particular, EPX and OXC were the most significant by‐products while only small
concentrations of trans‐10,11‐dihydro‐10,11‐dihydroxy carbamazepine (RTC) and 10,11‐dihydro carbama-
zepine (DHC) were observed. In the present study, we focus only on the transformation of CBZ in its main
activemetabolites, EPX andOXC. RTC and DHC are not of immediate interest in the analysis; and thus, they
are not explicitly included in the DPU metabolization chain but instead considered in the reaction yield of
EPX and CBZ. Theoretical degradation pathways of CBZ in plants and its conceptual implementation in
the DPU model are shown in Figure 3. Input concentrations, as well as sorption parameters, are converted
to molar units before executing the model, while output concentrations are reported in nanogramg per gram
for visualization purposes.

2.5.3. Global Sensitivity Analysis
Accurate integrated models can be used to understand how different components of the simulated process
interact and to identify the key driving factors. A classic example is to perform a sensitivity analysis on the
model to investigate the impact of different parameters on some variables of interest. The sensitivity analysis
is frequently used in modeling studies under different settings and aims (e.g., Brunetti et al., 2016; Brunetti
et al., 2017; Brunetti, Šimůnek, & Bautista, 2018; Brunetti, Šimůnek, Turco, & Piro, 2018). In the present
study, we apply a global sensitivity analysis to identify themost important factors among soil, plant, and che-
mical parameters that drive the accumulation of CBZ in spinach shoots. To this aim, the developed soil‐plant
model is coupled with a modified version of the Morris method (Morris, 1991) proposed by Campolongo
et al. (2007).

Figure 3. A schematic of the (a) theoretical degradation pathway of carbamazepine in plants, (b) the dynamic plant
uptake implementation, (c) and the metabolization matrix for the jth compartment. The black circle indicates the com-
pound degradation in by‐products, which are not of interest in the analysis (i.e., reaction yield).
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The Morris method (Morris, 1991) belongs to the class of screening meth-
ods. Screening methods aim to provide qualitative sensitivity measures
for different factors using a relatively small number of model evaluations.
In general, the Morris method is a one‐factor‐at‐a‐time local method since
it computes the elementary effect by changing only one factor at a time.
However, it can be viewed as a global method since it averages several ele-
mentary effects computed at different points in the parameter space, pro-
viding a qualitative measure of the importance and interactions of
different factors. The main outcomes of the analysis are two sensitivity
indices, σ and μ*, which summarize the interaction and overall impor-
tance of the parameter, respectively. High values of these sensitivity
indices indicate a significant influence of the parameter on the variable
of interest. To interpret the results by simultaneously taking into account
both sensitivity measures, Morris suggested their graphical representation
in the (μ*−σ) plane.

The same model settings used in the experimental validation for spinach
are used in the sensitivity analysis. Since the main aim is to identify factors
driving the accumulation of CBZ in shoots, its metabolites are neglected,
and the metabolization matrix is reduced to a single scalar value for each
compartment. Furthermore, preliminary numerical simulations have
shown that during the experiment, the soil was in nearly saturated condi-
tions; thus, only the “anaerobiosis” and “optimal” pressure head values in

the Feddes' model, P0 and POpt, are included in the sensitivity analysis, which reduces the number of
screened parameters to 27. Table 3 reports these screen parameters with their ranges of variation. A sample
size of 200 is used to generate the initial sample, leading to a total of 5,400 numerical simulations. The ana-
lysis is carried out using the Python programming language. For each sample, the code overwrites the input,
executes the coupled HYDRUS‐DPUmodel, and stores the value of the final CBZ concentration in shoots in
a preassigned array. Finally, the sensitivity indices are calculated, and the μ*−σ plot is used to target
important factors.

3. Results
3.1. Theoretical Validation

Results of the theoretical validation are reported in Figure 4, which shows a comparison between the simu-
lated solute concentrations in roots (black) and shoots (gray) for the Trapp (dashed lines) and DPU (solid
lines) models, respectively. Simulated concentrations overlap, thus confirming the correctness of the DPU
model implementation. The implemented model can accurately reproduce both the solute accumulation
in roots after the pulse injection and the following decrease induced by the metabolization. The low com-
pound translocation in shoots due to the relatively high solute lipophilicity (i.e., log KOW = 2.00) is also cor-
rectly described by the model. The implicit time discretization method used to solve the mass‐balance
equation (equation (4)) is responsible for the slight smoothing of results observed in the roots compartment
(Figure 4) and explains the negligible deviation between the Trapp and DPUmodels. Nevertheless, it can be
concluded that the DPU model implementation is theoretically correct, numerically stable, and can be used
for further analyses.

3.2. Experimental Validation

The main outcomes of the experimental validation are reported in Figure 5, which shows a comparison
between the simulated and measured concentrations of CBZ and its main metabolites in the soil, roots,
and shoots of lamb's lettuce, spinach, and arugula. Overall, the coupled HYDRUS‐DPU model satisfactorily
reproduces the final accumulation of different compounds in the soil and plants' tissues. The highest devia-
tion is observed in the lamb's lettuce scenario, for which the model underestimates the high enzymatic bio-
degradation observed in shoots (Kodešová et al., 2019b). Such effect, which is more pronounced for the EPX,
can be mainly related to some bias in the assumed first‐order metabolization coefficients, as well as to plau-
sible uncertainties in soil and plant input parameters. Nevertheless, simulated compound concentrations are
in themeasurement uncertainty ranges, suggesting an overall good performance of themodel. This is further

Figure 4. A comparison between the simulated solute concentrations in
roots (black) and shoots (gray) of the Trapp (dashed lines) and dynamic
plant uptake (DPU; solid lines) models, respectively.
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Figure 5. A comparison between the simulated (solid lines) and measured (dots) concentrations of carbamazepine (left) and its main metabolites 10,11‐epoxide
(middle) and oxcarbazepine (right) in the soil (red), roots (gray) and shoots (black) of lamb' lettuce (top), spinach (middle), and arugula (bottom). The blue bars
are the solute irrigation fluxes (Table 2). The error bar indicates the estimated 30% uncertainty of the measurement method, according to Kodešová et al. (2019b).
The reaction yield indicates the amount of metabolized carbamazepine converted in 10,11‐epoxide and oxcarbazepine.
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confirmed by the higher fitting accuracy achieved in the spinach and arugula modeling scenarios. Here, the
model accurately reproduces both the biodegradation pathways of CBZ in roots and shoots while some
overestimation is evident in the soil. Such behavior is more pronounced for arugula, for which the model
overpredicts both the CBZ and EPX concentrations, thus suggesting that the bias mainly stems from
potential inaccuracies in the description of soil transport processes. On the other hand, the compounds'
bioaccumulation in spinach is well described in all model compartments, though the CBZ concentration
in the soil is again slightly overestimated.

One of the main advantages of the proposed coupled model is its ability to provide a dynamic description of
transport and degradation processes in the soil‐plant continuum, which is crucial to developing a better
understanding of physical processes happening during the experiment. When irrigation begins in the experi-
ment, DPU starts and CBZ is translocated with transpiration streams to the shoots. At the same time, it is
biodegraded by plant's enzymes in its by‐products, which are compartmented in leaves and eventually
furthermetabolized. The fluctuations in the simulated concentrations are mainly due to the actual transpira-
tion patterns induced by the variably saturated conditions in the soil. This is clearly shown in Figure 6,
which shows the simulated root zone pressure head and actual root solute uptake for the spinach modeling
scenario. Model results suggest that irrigation caused nearly saturated conditions in the pot, which induced
anaerobic stress (as defined by Feddes' stress response function) on plant's roots, thereby limiting water and
solute uptake (Figure 6). This is particularly evident in spinach roots and shoots between Days 20 and 30 of
the simulated period when the CBZ concentration declines (Figure 5) due to enzymatic biodegradation and
simultaneous negligible supply of contaminant with transpiration water. After this period, the pressure head
decreases below the anaerobiosis pressure head value and DPU starts again with a subsequent translocation
and compartmentation of EPX and OXC in leaves.

Despite the promising results, it must be emphasized that the amount and information content of measured
data available for validating the model was rather limited. For this reason, we avoid numerical parameter
optimization, which could improve the quality of the fit but would likely lead to unphysical parameter
values and high predictive uncertainty. In this perspective, future research will focus on proper Bayesian
model validation against highly informative measurements from selected experiments, which are already

Figure 6. (a) Simulated actual transpiration (black line) and irrigation volumes (blue bars); (b) simulated roots (gray line) and shoots (black line) masses; (c) the
average root zone pressure head (gray line) and root solute uptake (red line) in the spinach modeling scenario. P0 and POpt are the “anaerobiosis” and “optimal”
pressure head values in the Feddes' model.
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ongoing at the Czech University of Life Sciences, Prague. Nevertheless,
this preliminary experimental validation demonstrates that the developed
model shows good promise for describing transport processes in the soil‐
plant continuum.
3.2.1. Global Sensitivity Analysis
The results of the experimental validation suggest an important role of the
soil in the compounds' translocation process in plants. To further investi-
gate this aspect, a global sensitivity analysis is performed to screen factors
influencing the accumulation of CBZ in shoots. Results of the analysis,
carried out using the Morris method, are summarized in the scatter plot
μ*−σ shown in Figure 7.

Three parameter groups can be identified from the distribution of sensitiv-
ity measures. The first group, in order of importance, includes the shoots
growth rate Kgr

shoots, the van Genuchten‐Mualem shape parameters, α
and n, and the first‐order degradation rate in the shoots, τshoots11. The
effect of the latter is expected since it directly regulates simulated biode-
gradation of CBZ in the shoots, thus modulating the sink term in equa-
tion (4). The outcome for α and n holds more interest, further
confirming findings of the experimental validation on the role of soil
hydraulic behavior on solute translocation in plants during the experi-
ment. Parameters α and n describe the start and magnitude of the desa-
turation process in the soil‐water retention curve, thus governing the

simulated soil retention capacity. In particular, under nearly saturated conditions, small perturbations of
α, generated by the Morris sampling process, propagate in the simulated root zone pressure head, which
now oscillates near the anaerobiosis point defined in the Feddes' model, thus strongly influencing actual root
water and solute uptake. Such behavior is exacerbated in combination with simultaneous changes of n, as
demonstrated by the high interaction effect, σ, calculated for these parameters. This suggests that an accu-
rate estimation of these parameters would significantly increase the model predictive capabilities and reduce
the overall uncertainty. Similarly, the shoots growth rate, Kgr

shoots, exhibits a high interaction potential, as it
is mainly involved in the compound's dilution effect in the plant. In this case, fewmeasurements of the plant
mass during its growth stage would be sufficient to characterize the plant's growth and thus to better con-
strain the model.

The second group includes the initial and final shoots masses, M0
shoots and Mmax

shoots, the saturated water
content and hydraulic conductivity, θs and Ks, respectively, and the anaerobiosis and optimal pressure head
values in the Feddes' model, P0 and POpt, respectively. As expected, the Feddes' parameters have a signifi-
cant impact on CBZ bioaccumulation in the shoots since they regulate simulated actual root water uptake,
and thus transpiration streams, in nearly saturated conditions. In such circumstances, θs and Ks strongly
influence the soil hydraulic behavior, which in turn affects the root uptake process. Finally, the dilution
effect mainly explains the moderate sensitivity of the simulated CBZ accumulation to M0

shoots

and Mmax
shoots.

The third group includes all remaining parameters, which for physical reasons have proven to have a limited
effect on the variable of interest. For instance, the residual water content θr has a negligible impact on the
soil hydraulic behavior in wet conditions, which were observed during the experiment. Similarly, in the ana-
lyzed modeling scenario, the octanol‐water partition coefficient log KOW has a limited influence since its
range of variation does not significantly modify lipophilicity of the compound. While it is likely that wider
bounds could lead to a different sensitivity ranking, its scientific meaning could be highly questionable
due to the adoption of an unphysical value of log KOW for CBZ, whose value is known and reported in the
literature. Interestingly, solute transport and adsorption parameters exhibit low sensitivity measures. Such
behavior can be partially explained by the limited volume of the pot, as well as by the overall
experimental conditions.

It should be emphasized that the present sensitivity analysis is aimed at providing insight into the most
important factors affecting DPU of CBZ during a specific experiment. Results should thus not be regarded

Figure 7. Scatter plots of the Morris sensitivity measures for various soil
hydraulic, plant, and solute transport parameters.
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as general but should instead be restricted to a particular investigated modeling scenario. Different model
settings can certainly lead to different results. However, the present analysis demonstrates how the devel-
oped soil‐plant model can be used in conjunction with advanced statistical techniques to better understand
physical processes.

4. Discussion
4.1. Integrated Soil‐Plant Model

The analysis demonstrates how the implementation of the DPUmodule in the HYDRUSmodel significantly
extends its capabilities by providing an integratedmodeling environment for contaminant risk assessment in
the soil‐plant continuum. The adopted coupling strategy is numerically stable, computationally effective,
and mathematically accurate, as demonstrated by the theoretical and experimental validation.
Furthermore, the comprehensive description of the contaminant transport in the soil and plant can be used
in conjunction with advanced statistical tools, such as global sensitivity and Bayesian analyses, to gain
insights into the investigated process and to better explain interactions between the soil and plant domains.
Additionally, the modeling approach—based on multiple metabolization matrices—increases modeling
flexibility. To continue these advances, further layers of complexity can be added to the model by refining
the description of enzymatic and bacterial biodegradation in the plant's tissues using the Michaelis‐
Menten and Monod kinetics, respectively. The former has been observed for the enzymatic degradation of
cyanide in plants (Larsen et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2004) and the exclusion of salt NaCl and NaF from roots
(Clausen et al., 2015; Trapp et al., 2008). Future developments could also include an option to use an optimal
plant growth function (equation (6)) and reduce the growth due to various stresses such as saturation, osmo-
tic, or chemical stresses. A comparison with more simplistic numerical approaches (e.g., tipping bucket
models) is recommended to assess, under what conditions, this increase in the soil‐plant model complexity
is justifiable.

One of the main limitations of the proposed model is the simplification of the plant physiology compared to
other soil‐plant models (e.g., Fatichi et al., 2019, 2016; Huang et al., 2018, 2017; Huber et al., 2014; Manoli
et al., 2017; Werner & Dubbert, 2016), some of which provide a detailed multidimensional mechanistic
description of the xylem and phloem flow, photosynthesis, carbon allocation, leaf‐level gas exchange, energy
balance, etc. However, this increase in the model complexity requires highly informative measurements and
poses computational cost issues, especially for model calibration, that can undermine its usability for prac-
tical applications at the plot scale. Such problems are mitigated in the model developed in this study, which
can be used in various applications, such as phytoremediation involving uptake and metabolization pro-
cesses of toxic compounds from contaminated soils (e.g., Ouyang, 2002), pesticides fate assessment (e.g.,
Legind et al., 2011), remediation of contaminated groundwater plumes (e.g., Hong et al., 2001), assessment
of salinity in agricultural arid areas (e.g., Trapp et al., 2008), and air pollution removal by urban vegetation
(e.g, Yang et al., 2008). To further extend the range of the model applicability, future research should focus
on the modification of the model structure to consider DPU of electrolytes and refine the description of the
root uptake mechanism of large molecules (Kumar & Gupta, 2016).

Nevertheless, this study cannot cover all potential modeling scenarios, and thus, additional research is
needed to assess the robustness of the proposed approach under various operating conditions. In particular,
the role of numerical stiffness on the choice of the time step must be clarified, which in turn affects the sta-
bility of the overall scheme. In the proposed coupling strategy, the HYDRUS internal solver dictates the time
step for the DPUmodule. The time step is selected in HYDRUS based on convergence criteria of the numer-
ical solution of the Richards equation and stability criteria of the numerical solution of the convection‐
dispersion equation. Thus, the choice of the time step during the simulation mainly depends on the
dynamics of soil transport processes, which are assumed to be happening at a finer time scale compared
to the plant translocation. Such an assumption is expected to hold in the majority of modeling scenarios.
However, potential numerical issues could arise when simulating DPU of highly volatile compounds from
soils in nearly steady‐state conditions. Under such circumstances, the time step chosen by HYDRUS could
not be sufficiently small so as to catch the dynamics of the volatilization process in the plant. Thus, we
recommend future studies to focus on this aspect to target eventual instability problems, as well as on a bet-
ter description of nonequilibrium sorption and biodegradation in plants.
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4.2. The Key Role of Soil Transport Processes

The results of the experimental validation and global sensitivity analysis emphasize the role of soil transport
processes on the compound's bioaccumulation in plants. Such an effect is mainly explained by the influence
of unsaturated conditions on actual transpiration streams, which govern the contaminants' translocation in
plants. Existing DPUmodels greatly simplify the unsaturated hydraulic behavior of the root zone using ques-
tionable coarse theoretical conceptualizations. A classic example is a use of tipping bucket models (Legind
et al., 2012; Trapp & Eggen, 2013), which suffer from multiple theoretical and practical limitations
(Emerman, 1995; Scanlon, Christman, et al., 2003). Our implementation, based on the HYDRUS model,
overcomes such limitations, providing a modeler the possibility to mechanistically simulate single porosity
and preferential flows, as well as equilibrium and nonequilibrium solute transport processes. The results of
this study demonstrate that such modeling features are crucial to understanding how the interaction
between variably saturated flow conditions and the plant's respiration affect dynamic root water and solute
uptake (Figure 6).

4.3. Model Complexity and Uncertainty Assessment

The high modeling flexibility of the developed soil‐plant model leads to high model parameterization.
Several parameters are needed to describe physical and chemical processes in the soil and plant.
Furthermore, the use of multiple metabolizationmatrices for the simulation of differentiated biodegradation
in plant's tissues introduces additional layers of model complexity, which are certainly a valuable tool for the
modeler when the main aim of the analysis is the model‐based design (e.g., Lange et al., 2015). Under such
circumstances, parameters are established from the literature, and the model is used to design the system
and simulate its future behavior under actual conditions.

The situation is radically different when the main goal of the analysis is predictive modeling. Under such
circumstances, parameters must be inferred from measured data through model calibration. However,
highly parameterized models often suffer from poor predictive capabilities due to high parameter uncer-
tainty, mainly stemming from the limited information content of measured data. The situation can be
further worsened when simulating highly nonlinear processes, as in the DPU model. For these reasons,
the information content of measured data is critical to strengthening the generalizability of the coupled
soil‐plant model, which must be assessed through a Bayesian calibration framework. In the present study,
we decided to avoid a perfunctory model calibration due to the limited amount of available measured data,
which would lead to poor model generalizability. Therefore, we recommend future research to focus on a
more rigorous uncertainty assessment using more comprehensive measured data sets to clarify how the high
parameterization of the soil‐plant model affects its predictive capabilities in real case studies. A soil‐plant
column experiment under variable atmospheric conditions (e.g., a climate chamber) and different solute
injections that would include measurements of pressure heads and soil water contents at multiple depths,
as well as solute concentrations in plants, would be of great interest. The information content of the experi-
mental data set could be increased by targeted laboratory measurements, such as unsaturated hydraulic
properties (e.g., Peters & Durner, 2008) and solute sorption on plant's tissues (e.g., Li et al., 2005), which
could then be used as prior information for subsequent inverse parameter estimation using transient data.
We advocate that such an approach should be ubiquitous when using numerical simulations of DPU of
selected compounds. Thus far, research in this field has focused on the use of conceptual models in combi-
nation with local sensitivity analyses, which—despite good intentions—suffered from theoretical
(Emerman, 1995; Scanlon, Christman, et al., 2003) and statistical limitations (Saltelli & Annoni, 2010) to
capture the main physical aspects of the investigated process.

5. Conclusions

The main aim of the present study was to develop a comprehensive model capable of providing a mechan-
istic description of transport and reaction processes in the soil‐plant continuum. The results of the multilevel
numerical analysis demonstrate that the developed model shows good promise for reproducing physico-
chemical processes involved in DPU of chemicals from contaminated soils. The possibility of having an inte-
grated mechanistic description of both soil and plant behaviors fills a significant scientific gap in this field,
often characterized by fragmented research experiences. For example, the developed model can be used in
environmental applications to simulate uptake of chemicals from contaminated sites and their
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translocation and transformation in the soil‐plant continuum in a comprehensive contaminant risk assess-
ment. We certainly do not expect this study to be exhaustive in terms of exploring all plausible modeling sce-
narios nor conclusive in the highly dynamic scientific field of soil‐plant modeling. The numerical description
of plant physiology can certainly be improved, and the model stability, usability, and generalizability should
be further explored. The latter is of especially great importance since the high parameterization of the devel-
oped model can result in poor predictive capabilities. As we pointed out in the section 4, further model test-
ing and experimental validation are needed to assess this and other aspects. Nevertheless, the high modeling
flexibility of the proposed numerical approach is undoubtedly a very useful tool for developing reliable miti-
gation strategies for environmental pollution problems.
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